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PITCH CV OUT 

TP2 on the PCB back is a through via carrying the 1 V/Oct pitch CV voltage produced by the internal 

midi converter. If you want to use it for driving other synths or external oscillators, just wire a jack 

socket to that point or, doing it prim and proper, go through an op-amp voltage repeater first.  

 

 

GATE OUT 

Turns out, Behringer uses a conventional gate signal setup for their Model D, which you can tap for 

gating external synths. Both the internal midi converter gate and the gate from the LC gate in socket 

are merged at the top of D20. Wire that diode terminal to a diode (anode to top of D20), which goes 

to your gate out jack. Also wire a 100k resistor between the tip of your gate out jack and ground, 

which makes sure the output voltage is pulled to zero volts when gate is off – this way you avoid 

potential gate issues with external synths (the Pro One, for instance, seems finicky in this regard). 

 

 

NORMAL LC GATE IN TO FC GATE IN   

Connect these two points with wire and gating LC also gates FC. When FC GATE in is patched, the 

normalisation is disconnected. 
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INDEPENDENT 1V/OCT CV IN PER VCO 

The easiest and most convenient (although slightly redundant) way of implementing individual V/Oct 

inputs per VCO is to do the following: solder a 51k1 resistor to either PIN2 or PIN3 of each OSC 

RANGE TRIMMER (both pins are easy to spot since they are connected by a PCB trace, see pic below) 

that then goes to an additional input jack socket.  

 

If you want to be more elaborate in your mod, here’s how the existing CV in is wired. The 1V/OCT 

input from the CV in socket is limited by two diodes and then buffered by an op-amp (IC3B), the 

output of which is carried (independently from the internal Midi-CV) to each VCO via 51k1 resistors. 

Part numbers are: R35 (for VCO 1), R510 on the back of PCB (for VCO 2), and R239 (for VCO 3).  

 

 

When cutting traces/removing any of these resistors, NB that after the voltage passes R239 there is a 

33k resistor connected to +10V generating a positive voltage offset on the input side. If you cut the 

trace between, say R239 and R510 on the input side, I guess the frequency of VCOs 1 and 2 will be 

shifted since you lose that offset (have not tried that yet). 
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SWITCHING THE VCO MODULATION BUS INDEPENDENTLY FOR VCO 1 AND 2 

Mod bus voltage passes R159 for VCO 1, R511 (on the back of the PCB) for VCO2, and R189 for VCO3. 

While VCO 3 has its own special CONTROL switch allowing for disengaging V/Oct modulation as well 

as voltage from the mod bus, you might want to have dedicated on/off switches for VCOs 1 and 2, 

especially when planning on using the hard sync modification. When syncing VCO2 to VCO 1, for 

instance, you get the typical cutting sync sounds when an LFO or envelope modulates the pitch of 

VCO2 only. Moreover, having slight pitch modulation on one VCO and keeping the pitch of a second 

(and/or third stable) can result in wonderfully wonky sounds.  

So, for using an on/off switch for VCO 1, remove R159 and wire the right hand PCB terminal for 

(former) R159. This resistor then goes to a switch that toggles between the left PCB terminal for 

(former) R159 and ground. For using a switch for VCO 2, do the same but for R511. Using a 

potentiometer instead of a switch is also possible but the pot value would need to be determined 

(try 100k and then more if need be). 

 

VCO HARDSYNC 

This is adapted from Kevin Lightner’s classic “More Minimoog Mods”. If you think that the Moog 

Prodigy hardsync cuts then go for this one! In the following I just describe using VCO1 as the master 

oscillator and VCOs 2 and 3 as slaves for hard synchronization.  

Implementing this modification is not tricky at all. All you need is some space for two switches. The 

base of T35 (VCO2) goes to the anode of a silicon diode, the cathode of which goes then to a switch. 

The base of T61 (VCO3) also goes to the anode of another silicon diode, the cathode of which goes 

then to another switch. Both “out” terminals of your two switches go to one terminal of a 3k3 

resistor. The other terminal of that resistor goes to the collector of T6. 

 

Don’t wire your resistors and diodes directly to those SMD transistors but use wire in between! 
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KEY-ON PHASE RESET FOR VCOS AND LFO 

Kevin Lightner, in his “More Minimoog Mods,” also suggested a modification to reset VCO 3 on key-

on, which he named “Jan Hammers” and which served as an inspiration for this. While the ole Moog 

VCOs are drifting freely, more modern implementations (also present in the newer Moog synth line) 

offer options to reset the phase of each oscillator when a key is played. The effect of this is that the 

sound onset sound more even and consistent, which can be very useful for bass or percussion 

sounds. Modding your VCO 3 for phase reset has additional advantages since it can be used as an LFO 

in LO mode and is available on the mod bus. While the cycles of a free running LFO might not 

correlate with the tempo of the notes you play, resetting it on key-on means that your modulation 

cycle start each time you strike a key.  Hence, in the schematic below, you find a suggestion using 

several switches for variations of phase reset, including the option to reset the cycle of the dedicated 

LFO too. Thanks to user NewIgnis @GS for the idea with several switches.  

 

What you do here is take the gate signal and filter it, so that only the rising edge click remains. This 

controls an op-amp comparator that switches its output from +10V to -10V for the duration of the 

click. With the diodes at the VCO transistors and the LFO cap you make sure that no positive current 

flows into the VCO circuits and that there is no cross-interference. When the comparator switches to 

-10V out, this resets the VCO phase (drains the LFO cap respectively). Lightner’s version is similar but 

uses a transistor after the comparator switching the VCO transistors to -5V, yet I found this did not 

work for me in the Behringer with phase reset only happening towards -10V. Also note that C1 has a 

relatively small value to keep the negative spike very short.  
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EXTENDED PWM 

The Mini is capable of PWM yet this is not utilized in the circuit as implemented. If you want PWM, 

which sounds really nice on those oscillators, here is a mod that offers PWM through the internal 

mod bus as well as via an extra potentiometer for fixed settings. The latter can compensate for 

“losing” the two fixed Pulse 1 and 2 settings. 

 

The width of the pulse wave in the Model D is determined by a fixed voltage fed into a comparator. 

At zero volts into the comparator, you have a square. With voltages tipping towards 

positive/negative values between ca. +/-5V, the duty cycle of your pulse becomes thinner. So, 

feeding in voltages other than zero, you can have variable PW and PWM. NB the rotary switch pins 

labelled above designate the comparator voltage inputs, not the waveform outputs themselves.  

In order to do this, you first need to remove the connections to fixed voltages for pulse 1 and 2 by 

removing resistors R148, R164, R176 (for VCO1), R177, R191, R230 (for VCO2), and R467, R478, R479 

(for VCO3). This frees the respective pins on the waveform select switch (labelled Pulse 1 and 2 on 

the picture above). Here are the general areas where you find these resistors: 

 

Now, wire the freed pins for Pulse 1 setting of each of the three switches to the mod bus output. The 

easiest way to do this is to tap the use the VCO modulation switch – the second pin from the right (as 

seen from the back of the PCB) is where you get it.  

For your new Pulse setting 2, which will be a fixed PW as set by a new potentiometer, you first need 

to build two voltage dividers delivering +5V and -5V. Wire two 47K resistors together on one end and 

connect the two outer terminals to +10V (TP3) and GND. Wire the junction of your two resistors to 

another 47K resistor. Do the same for -10V (TP7) and GND (i.e. two 47k and another 47k at their 

junction). Wire the free terminals of your 47K resistors to the outer pins of a 10K potentiometer. The 

wiper (middle pin) of your pot goes to the Pulse 2 CV Pin of the rotary select switch. With this single 

pot you can adjust the width of your pulse wave when the waveform setting is on the last position. 

Using a dedicated potentiometer for PW per VCO is of course also possible.  
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DIRECT WAFEFORM OUTPUTS 

Should you need direct waveform outputs for external use or modulation purposes, you can tap 

them at these pins of the waveform select rotary switch. (NB that the PCB is upside down here, i.e. 

the jack sockets are at the bottom.) PIN3 of the level pot gives you the selected wave output. As for 

noise, you can tap that easily at PIN3 of the noise level potentiometer.  

 

NB that waveform mixing and summing is done differently on the Behringer version than specified in 

the Minimoog schematics and the early OSC board PCB. More on this in the “Atavistic regression 

mod” section at the end of this document. 

 

DIRECT FILTER INPUT 

Using the EXT IN is sweet but not super suited for modular level signals. Easiest way to have an 

additional EXT in for modular signals is to wire a jack socket via a 100k resistor to the cathode of C99. 

 

 

DIRECT LP FILTER OUTPUT 

At the cathode (marked by a white stripe) of C45 you can tap the lowpass filter output directly. 
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LFO SPEED MODIFICATION 

For its dedicated LFO, the Model D utilizes a VM13700 (IC25 on the PCB) and op-amps as per 

preliminary schematics (Behringer, Rev A 2017, sheet 2; see also LM13700M datasheet Figure 33). 

The nice twist here is that you have CV control for the speed of that LFO, which is accomplished by 

one half of another VM13700 (IC17) set up as a voltage-controlled resistor (cf. LM13700 datasheet 

Figure 26). The voltages of the LFO speed CV input (via R416, 200k) and that of the LFO speed 

potentiometer (via R419, 200k) are joined at IC26-C (op-amp) and T77 (dual transistor).  

 

Modifying the LFPO speed: replace the 330nf film box capacitor (C154) with a smaller film box for 

faster cycles and/or a larger one (say 1uf) for slower cycles. You can also use a toggle switch for 

speed range selection. For doing this, just take out C154, then wire one terminal each of your 

different capacitors to the lower PCB terminal for C154 and the second terminal of each capacitor to 

a select switch, which then goes to ground. You can also wire a small cap (say 20-100nf) in and put a 

larger one (say, the 330nf you took out before) on an on/off switch to toggle between fast/slower. 

 

 

KEYTRACKED LFO 

An effect I particularly like is modulating filter cutoff with an LFO that tracks to key. If you have 

modular equipment or the 1V/Oct mod installed, there’s no real need for this mod, yet I personally 

find this one very convenient to have on a switch. 

LFO CV in is normalled to ground in order to prevent random LFO frequency fluctuations. Hence, 

simply wiring a switch to the jack normal socket won’t work. A working version would be: lift the 

right terminal of R4 and wire the freed terminal of R4. One of the two remaining lugs of the switch 

goes to the now empty solder pad on the PCB (that’s your LFO CV connection as it were). The other 

lug of your switch goes to TP2 (pitch CV) on the back of the PCB. 
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CONTROLLERS SECTION MOD DEPTH INTENSITY PER CV 

The modulation intensity of the controllers section (A.K.A. the mod bus) can be set per MOD DEPTH 

potentiometer or via mid per modulation wheel. This is accomplished by a VM13700 OTA at the 

output end of the modulation bus (IC17-A on PCB, IC15-A on the prelim Behringer datasheet). [Mod 

wheel voltage from the CPU is amplified at IC13-C, then goes via R187 (14k) to IC15-B, via T46, R273 

(10k) to IC17-A, PIN1, which regulates the amp bias and thereby the mod bus intensity.] Instead of 

using the mod wheel, you can use a dedicated CV input in order to control the modulation intensity 

of your controllers section per envelope or LFO. Feed CV to the left hand terminal of R238 via a 15k 

resistor (that’s for a 5V modulation source, for higher voltages use a higher value resistor). 

 

 

ALTERNATIVE NOISE INPUT NORMALLED TO MOD BUS 

The noise output is normalled to the MOD IN jacket. Before passing the jack socket, noise is buffered 

by IC24B, passes R372 (1k) and a diode limiter (D3). Having passed the switched jack socket, the 

signal then passes R1 (10k), another diode limiter (D1), then R321 (82K) another op-amp buffer 

(IC24D), and finally R404 (24k) before reaching the controllers section switch (SW19). I don’t use 

noise as a modulator, so I rewired this to VCO 1 out instead of noise as modulator: Remove R1 PIN3 

of the VCO 1 level potentiometer directly to the right hand PCB terminal where R1 used to be.  

 

NB on the pic above R404 is marked yellow (in case you want to decouple the preceding opamp and 

repurpose it).
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ALTERNATIVE FILTER CONTOUR MODULATION 

Since the filter mod switch if on/off only, you might want some more precise control, especially when 

the LFO or VCO3 is modulating VCO pitch also. Lift PIN3 (rightmost, as seen from component side) of 

the contour amount pot and wire this pin to an A/B switch. One input of your switch comes from the 

PCB terminal of PIN3 (or, alternatively, the emitter [top leg] of T71) and the other from the LFO 

output/PIN 3 of the mod bus intensity pot or any other modulation source you like.  

 

 

SPEED SWITCH FOR FILTER CONTOUR 

If you find it difficult to dial in just the right amount of snappy decay, or if you want an attack rate 

that last for a minute or two, you might want to consider implementing a select switch for different 

envelope speeds. What you do is this. Remove C121 (10uf), which is the envelope timing capacitor. 

(BTW for amp envelope this would be C164). Then either use a rotary switch for different cap values 

(say 2.2uf for snappy, 100uf for super slow) or an A/B switch. Wire the anodes of all caps to the 

anode PCB terminal for C121 and your cathodes to the switch. The “out” terminal of your switch goes 

to ground/the cathode PCB terminal for C121.  

 

 

 

Note on potentiometers 

User SkyWriter at GS has done work on finding improvements over the existing potentiometers in 

the Model D/Poly D/System 55 modules. It’s worthwhile checking the extensive documentation out! 
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VCA OVERDRIVE 

This overdrives the VCA input. Wire PINS 2 and 3 of a 1M potentiometer across both terminals of 

R204. Use a 10k resistor between PIN 3 of your pot and the respective terminal of R204. For easiest 

points use filter mode switch (top middle pin, as shown below) and C100 left terminal (as seen from 

component side of PCB).  

 

 

VCA DRONE SWITCH 

Wire IC31, PIN8 (positive power supply) via a 1k resistor and switch to IC31, PIN5.  

 

 

VCA CONTOUR DECLICK 

With fast envelopes and free running VCOs, some sound settings on the Model D may result in 

uneven clicks at the attack phase of a sound. Try the following settings on your Boog: all envelope 

controls to zero except filter sustain at 50% & and VCA sustain fully up, filter cutoff at zero and 

envelope amount fully up. If the clicks you hear are an issue to you, do this modification. Just wire a 

22nf capacitor between the base of T48 and ground. Helps a lot in my opinion! 
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 “ATAVISTIC REGRESSION SET” 

This tongue-in-cheek-title comprises a set of modifications that tweak the Model D towards an 

original Minimoog direction – some more, some less. Note, I don’t own a Mini, so what do I know?  

 

BYPASS VCO MIXER OPAMP (IC16) 

While the mini’s oscillators are passively mixed by means of resistors, capacitors, potentiometers and 

switches, the Behringer inserts an op-amp stage (IC16), which also buffers the VCO mix for the mix 

out jack socket. The latter is possibly better suited as regards modern audio engineering standards, 

yet you can hear quite some differences when two or more oscillators are playing at higher levels.  

Some details about the two different setups first: On the mini VCOs your oscillator output passes a 

25k pot (grounded), then a 33k resistor (11k for noise), and then an on/off switch (ungrounded), to 

be finally summed passively at the VCF input capacitor. The switches seem unnecessary at first since 

the 25k pot pulls your input to ground when on zero, yet this also pulls your signal node level down. 

On an original mini with the old oscillator board switch VCO 1 on and dial VCO 2 and 3 to zero and 

then flip their on/off switches – when on, these switches will pull down the level of VCO 1… Well… 

On the Behringer, the VCO out passes a 25k pot (grounded), then an on/off switch (also grounded), 

then a 33k resistor (11k for noise) and then forms a mix signal node that passes a differential 

amplifier, which keeps the levels of each VCO even regardless of the switch/pot position of the other 

VCOs. This stage also inverts the signal and passes one part of it to the high-pass filter circuit and to a 

second op-amp stage that inverts the phase again before then feeding into the low pass filter.  

 

Now, long story short – on the Boog you have a more even mix signal but after a certain volume 

setting your VCOs start crunching and sound less sweet and open. On the original setup you have 

sweet VCOs but weird level aspects you need to learn using. I find using passive VCO mixing 

introduces a lot of clarity and nicer VCO interaction, even on higher levels, so I think for me it’s worth 

the hassle to revert the setup to ole-mini style.  
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For bypassing IC16, first lift the cathode of C99 (marked by white stripe) out of the PCB. This will be 

your VCF entry point to which you connect your new VCO mix signal node. 

The next bit is a bit tedious: on account of the grounded pins on the on/off switches, your level will 

be much lower than on the mini. So, for original behaviour you need to disconnect ground from 

those switch terminals. This means, you need to take out the switch, scrape off the copper from the 

PCB hole that is the second one from the right (as seen from the component side of the PCB), and 

solder your switch back in.  

 

Once done, you need to cut the trace between R252 and R253 (see pic on previous page) and wire 

the right hand terminal of R525 (there’s your VCO mix signal node) to the lifted cathode of C99.  

Further note on noise resistor: eventually I found the level effects on the signal node with 11k not 

ideal, so I use a 33k resistor here too and in order to compensate for quieter noise, just cranked up 

the noise level trimmer on the board – works ace. 

Also note that using this passive summing method, your overall level into the VCF is lower, which is 

not bad since it leaves headroom and gives you a clearer sound. In order to compensate a bit for the 

overall level loss, I increased the VCA IN level by reducing the value of R204 (82k) to around 60k.  

Adjusting the HP when using passive summing: Lift R24 (7.5k) and connect your new VCO mix signal 

node via a 7.5k resistor to PIN3 of the HP adjust trimmer (VR3). - NB I have not yet tried this, as I 

don’t use HP and want to use the switch for an 18db filter mode.  

 

 

Repurposing the EXT IN/FEEDBACK pot for level compensation: in some cases I want to boost the 

signal mix nevertheless, so I rewired the EXT IN/FEEDBACK pot to the signal node instead of the old 

filter feedback trick that is hardwired here. Remove R5, which deactivates the feedback loop. Wire a 

150k resistor between your VCO mix signal node (right terminal of R252) and the EXT IN jack socket 

normal pin. If the EXT in socket is plugged, your internal connection is interrupted. 
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BYPASSING THE MAIN OUT OPAMP (IC6) 

If you do this one, obviously your main volume pot and on/off switch are without effect, except that 

the filter feedback loop is still wired to these. If you want to decouple the filter feedback from them, 

so you can repurpose switch and pot, lift R5 (left of the EXT in socket) and connect the cathode of 

C65 via a 10k resistor to the right hand PCB terminal where R5 used to be. 

How it’s done: Remove R12 and connect the cathode of C65 (see picture below) via a 1k resistor.  

 

Note that this way your main out volume pot as well as the on/off switch are without function. If you 

want to repurpose them, see the pic above for PCB traces to cut/rework. Maybe the easiest way to 

have a pre-op-amp output and keep the ex-factory wiring intact is just to connect an extra VCA OUT 

socket to the cathode of C65. 

 

REPLACING THE FILTER POLE CAPACITORS 

I guess the difference here is not much in sonic terms, but with peoples’ obsession with capacitors I 

wanted to test this. There is indeed space on the component side of the PCB to replace the 68nf SMD 

caps at the VCF poles film capacitors. If you do so, keep your new ones matched within 1%.  

 

 

Looks cool but I think in the next one I keep the factory caps in.  
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FAIR USE NOTE: This guide is meant for hobbyists and geeks to have some aid for modifying 

synthesizers and/or be inspired to work on modifications of their own. While some of the 

modifications here are publicly documented (especially Kevin Lightner’s work, as marked above), and 

while other things in this document might not be super clever and yeah, you probably would have 

gotten at better mods by yourself sooner or later, if you use my work as a basis for commercial 

offers, donate 10% of what you charge for each unit you sell after the third one to a to a charity 

helping refugees. 

 

Also NB that there might be typos here and there, so best double check. Older modifications from 

previous guides I left out here, but links and documentation can be found here:  

https://www.gearslutz.com/board/modular-mania-all-things-eurorack-and-modular-synths-

effects/1218816-behringer-model-d-diy-mods.html. 

 

Other projects and contact info are here: https://maffez.com. 

 

Finally, why “anniversary guide”? This time two years ago I started experimenting more extensively 

with the Model D (with even less skills at modding), and anniversary sounds nicer than “version xyz.”  

 

Enjoy modding your Model D – be kind to others and all that  

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.gearslutz.com/board/modular-mania-all-things-eurorack-and-modular-synths-effects/1218816-behringer-model-d-diy-mods.html
https://www.gearslutz.com/board/modular-mania-all-things-eurorack-and-modular-synths-effects/1218816-behringer-model-d-diy-mods.html
https://maffez.com/?page_id=175

